Cosmos $325

Premier $445

Number of kids:
20
Field Usage:
2 Hours
Birthday Cake:
Yes
Party host:
Yes
Music through the event
*Exclusive use of the facility

Number of kids:
20
Field Usage:
3 Hours
Birthday Cake:
Yes
Party host:
Yes
Music through the event
*Exclusive use of the facility

Choose from Soccer players or
Soccer Ball Cake Designs
Cake Flavors:
All Vanilla
All Chocolate
Half & Half
Get $20 Discount if you bring your own Cake
Decorations ($100):
Plates, cups, napkins, tablecloths
Happy Birthday Letter Banner
Soccer bowls
Soccer centerpiece
Soccer Swirl Decorations
12 balloons

Food and drinks
($6 per kid):
2 slices of pizza per kid
30 bottles of water, 30 juice boxes

Face painting

Obstacle course

Bounce house 13´ x 15´

Characters

$120ºº

$265ºº

$150ºº

$150ºº

Cake Pops (24 pcs)

Soccer Piñata

Birthday T-shirts (Min. Qty 15)

Goodie Bags

$100ºº

$100ºº

$20ºº

$6ºº

Food and drinks

Additional kids (+20)

Custom Cakes

Bubble Soccer (+10yr)

$6ºº (Per kid)

$10ºº

$150ºº

$100ºº

Pizza: (Cheese & Pepperoni)
$40
$55
$74

$18/ each

$39
$52
$66

$38
$44
$49

$49
$59
$70

 Time of arrival: 45 minutes prior to Birthday Party
 All liability waivers for the kids must be signed before the party begins.
 The Facility will be closed strictly for the birthday party. TFC staff will help you unload and bring your belongings
to the party area.
 Parents can sit back in our lounge area and watch the kids while they play soccer or enjoy our HD TV.
 Your party host will get the children started on the field where we will have age appropriate games like kickball,
dodgeball, relay races, penalty shootouts. Games will be discussed with parents and birthday child prior to the
birthday
For the 2 hr party the distribution of the time will be the following:
 The kids will enjoy 45 min of playing time on the fields and our other games, after that food and drinks will be
served for the kids (20 min). They will be back on the fields for more fun and games (35min) before it’s cake time.
 The birthday cake will be served as we sing “Happy Birthday” to the guest of honor (20min)
 As the party comes to a close, your invoice will need to be fully paid at this time.

At TFC we make sure each Birthday Party is unique and special!!!

